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Water Impound Dye  
Blue Azul  

Water Impoundment  Dye Colorant

Blue Azul is a versatile, easy to use, non-toxic water impoundment  
dye colorant  

Mixes Completely in water to prevent sunlight penetration  

□   1 Gallon   Net Wt. per gallon 8.5 lbs. 

■       4 x 1 Gallon Case

Blue Azul Water Impoundment Dye

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING 

Quest Blue Azul water Impoundment Dye application rates will vary 
depending on water impoundment, depth and surface area.  
Optimal application rate is 1 gallon of Blue Azul per 4 acre feet of water 
impoundment.  Treatment color will generally last 3 to 4 months depending 
upon rate used,  intensity of sunlight, depth of impoundment and water 
movement. 

SUGGESTED RATES: 
Calculate the surface area of water impoundment to be treated and average 
depth and use 1 gallon per 4 acre foot of depth. Best results will be observed 
if impoundment to be treated  is applied from several locations.  If  unable to 
treat from several locations , treat from location where wind actively moves 
surface water.  

Blue Azul is a water impoundment colorant.  It is safe to 
use in all water impoundments,. It will not harm, fish or 
wildlife associated with water impoundments , safe to 
use treated water as  irrigation source for all purposes. It 
should not be used in running or moving bodies of water 
due to  dilution from standard use rates will significantly 
reduce efficacy of the product.  Blue Azul reduces 
sunlight penetration  into bodies of water and reduces 
and prevents weed and algae formulation in shallow 
bodies of water.  It dyes the water a dark blue  color .  

Information regarding the contents of this product is available by calling  
 785-542-2577 or www.questproducts.us 785-542-2577  

www.QuestProducts.us 

23611 Linwood Road 
Linwood, Kansas 66052 

Based on currently available data, this product is not classified as a hazardous substance. 
However, observe good industrial hygiene practices. Wash hands after handling.

http://www.questproducts.us/

